
Задание 3  
 

Task 3. Imagine that you are showing your photo album to your friend. 

Choose one photo to present to your friend.You will have to start speaking 

in 1.5 minutes and will speak for not more than 2 minutes. You have to 

talk continuously. In your talk remember to speak about: 

 when you took the photo — когда вы сделали этот снимок (1) 

 what/who is in the photo — что или кто изображен на фотографии 

(2) 

 what is happening — что происходит в момент, когда был сделан 

снимок (3) 

 why you took the photo — почему вы сделали этот снимок (4) 

 why you decided to show the picture to your friend — почему вы 

решили показать эту фотографию своему другу (5) 

 

I have chosen photo number 2. 
Вступление. I’m fond of / keen on photography. My camera is always with 

me. I often take pictures of ordinary or extraordinary people or things which 

attract my attention. 

(1) I took this photo a month ago when I was going on an excursion with my 

classmates. I remember that day very well. 

(2) In this photo you can see our bus driver. As you see, he looks very 

friendly. We have made friends with him. 

 

(3) We were going to the State Darwin Museum and on the way he told us 

a lot of facts about wildlife. By the way, he is from the northen part of Russia. 



 

(4) Well, at that time I was doing a project on my future profession. That 

is why I took the photo. I have already had a lot of pictures of different 

people. And, you know, when I was a boy, I wanted to be a driver, too.  So, I 

decided that it was not a bad idea to use that photo in my project. 

 He was so friendly and easy-going that I decided to take a picture of that 

man. 

 

(5) A job of a driver seems to me rather boring now but I would like to show 

you this photo as he is a very well-read and interesting person. Besides, I 

believe he likes his job. You know, there is a saying «Choose a job you love 

and you will never have to work a day in your life».  

 

(6) That’s all I wanted to say. (заключительная фраза) 

Всего 12-15 фраз.  

 

Вот критерии оценивания вашего ответа: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



Задание 4  
Примерное сравнение фотографий (ЕГЭ, задание 4) по опциям 

ниже: 

Task 4.  Study the two photographs. In 1.5 minutes be ready to compare and 

contrast the photographs: 

 give a brief description (action, location) — кратко опишите действие 

и место (1) 

 say what the pictures have in common — что общего между двумя 

фото (2) 

 say in what way the pictures are different — чем они отличаются (3) 

 say which kind of life you’d prefer for wild animals — какая из 

фотографий тебе больше нравится  (это общий смысл опции, так как 

ее дословный перевод может отличаться в зависимости от  темы) (4) 

 explain why — объясните, почему вы так думаете (5) 

You will speak for not more than 2 minutes. You have to talk continuously. 

 
 

 



Вступление. Очень коротко.  

Well, I would like to compare and contrast the photos which are presented 

here.  Obviously, both pictures are related to the same theme. It is… .  

 I would like to give a short talk about the photos which are presented here. 

The common theme of these pictures is …  

 

Аспект 1.  Краткое описание фотографий (действие, место) Смотри 

№4 

These pictures depict different … . The 1st picture shows … . In the 2nd we 

can see … . 

I’m going to compare two photos showing different …. 

The photos I’m going to compare show different kinds of … 

At the beginning I’d like to point out that … . And these two photos prove it. 

 

Let me start with the first picture, which shows a polar bear in the 

zoo. A lot of people have gathered around its open-air cage. They 

are taking pictures. It is probably late autumn as the people are 

wearing warm coats and caps. 

As for the second picture, it also shows a bear. But it is a brown 

bear in the forest. The bear is carrying a log and looks quite happy. 

The season is probably summer and the picture is full of bright 

colours: yellow flowers, green grass. 

 

Аспект 2. Сравниваем две фотографии 

The most obvious similarity  is … 

Another similarity is … 

Both pictures show … 

The general atmosphere is also similar. It’s calm/ peaceful/ exciting/ busy ….. 

The pictures have a lot (little) in common 

As I have already mentioned, both pictures are taken in …  

There is (are) …. in both of them.  

 

As I have already mentioned, both pictures show an animal, the 

bear. 

Both pictures are taken in summer.  

There is an animal, the bear, in both of them. 

 

Аспект 3.  Сравниваем две фотографии: чем отличаются 

One difference between the pictures is that …, while in the 2nd picture … 



Another difference is that …, whereas… .  

Also, I can add …, but … . 

The 2nd picture is completely different from the first one as it shows… . 

In contrast to the first picture, the second one is full of (bright colours/ 

merry people) 

Obviously, there are some (certain) differences. The first picture shows… but 

in contrast the second one shows… 

 

1. Obviously, there are some differences. The first picture shows the 

bear in the zoo but in contrast the second one shows the bear in its 

natural habitat, in the forest. 

2. Actually, the second picture is different from the first one. The 

first one shows the bear in the zoo whereas in the second one the 

bear is in its natural habitat, the forest. 

3. The first picture shows the bear in the zoo but the second one 

shows the bear in the forest. (более простой вариант) 

Besides, the bear in the first picture looks tired and unhappy. On the 

contrary, the second bear seems rather happy and lively. It is busy 

with carrying a log. 

Finally, the season is different. The sad and gloomy colours of the 

first picture are contrasted to the bright and cheerful colours of the 

second. 

 

Аспект 4. Выражаем свои предпочтения (личное мнение), какая 

фотография больше нравится или в каком событии ты хотел бы 

участвовать и т.п. 

Аспект 5.  Аргументируем свое мнение и объясняем почему 

 

As for me, I’d prefer to… . For example, … . I’m sure it is … . 

As for me, I am keen on…/ a great fan of… 

Well, it’s my idea of …  

It gives me the impression of … 

It makes me feel as if…  

Looking at the picture, I can’t help feeling…  

 

1. As for me, I am keen on protecting nature and wildlife and I 

really do think that keeping wild animals in the zoo is 

inhuman. 

2. Well, it’s my idea of freedom. I believe that everybody, I mean 

every living being, should have the right to be free. 

http://englishinn.ru/mestoimenie-one-v-angliyskom-yazyike.html


3. The second picture gives me the impression of something dull and 

grey, the colours are bleak, the bear seems tired of people’s 

attention. 

4. Looking at this busy bear, I can’t help smiling. 

5. Personally, I would prefer freedom for wild animals. 
 

Заключение 

In conclusion, I would like to point out that …  

All in all, both pictures make me think of …  

I have come to the end of my talk, thank you for listening 

That’s all I wanted to say.  

 

In conclusion, I would like to say that both pictures make us think 

that our world is not perfect and we have a lot of problems to solve. 

I have come to the end of my talk, thank you for listening. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Useful words to compare two photos 

Подчеркиваем сходство: 

1. both pictures — обе фотографии 

2. the same — одинаковые 

3. in the same way / in the same manner — похожим образом 

4. similar/ alike — похожие 

5. another similarity — еще одно сходство 

6. have in common — иметь общее 

Подчеркиваем различия: 

1. another difference — еще одно различие 

2. be different from — отличаться от 

3. in the different way — отличным образом 

4. instead of — вместо … 

5. have little in common — иметь мало общего 

Противопоставляем: 

1. Unlike the first photo … — В отличие от… 

2. On the contrary,… — Наоборот,… 

3. On the other hand, … — С другой стороны,… 

4. In contrast to … — В противоположность… 

5. whearas — в то время как… 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


